Care and Usage Guide

ATTENTION! There may be
a white plastic tube located
inside your Superskin™
masturbation sleeve. If so,
remove and discard this
tube, it is used for shipping
purposes only, and can
cause bodily harm if not
removed prior to use.
Removal is easiest if the
Superskin sleeve is taken
out of its case.

Made from our patented Superskin™ material, the Fleshlight® is the most realistic
sexual penetration simulator on the market. You can begin enjoying your Fleshlight
immediately by following the quick and easy instructions below.
For best results, Remove the Superskin masturbation sleeve
from the plastic case. Place it in warm tap water, warming
the Superskin sleeve to the desired temperature. Lightly
shake the excess water off and put the sleeve back into
the Fleshlight case.
1. Lubricate yourself, the orifice entry and internal canal
of the masturbation sleeve USING ONLY WATER-BASED
LUBRICANTS. The use of other types of lubricants, such as
oil or silicone-based, may deteriorate the Superskin sleeve.
To view our recommended brands, visit our Lubricants page
at www.Fleshlight.com/lubricants
NOTE: Be sure to use enough lubricant to allow for comfortable
use and to prevent friction which may cause skin irritation.
2. Use the Fleshlight as you would during sexual penetration.
TIP: The small end cap of the Fleshlight creates a suction on
the back stroke. Tightening and loosening the cap will adjust
the suction intensity.

3. After use, remove the Superskin sleeve from the case
and run warm water through it to remove fluid deposits.
For tough cleaning, we suggest using a small amount of
isopropyl alcohol.
NOTE: Using soap or detergents to clean your Superskin
masturbation sleeve will deteriorate the surface of the material!

4. Towel or air dry the Superskin sleeve and put it back into
the case for storage. Excess moisture may generate mold.
(Although not necessary, repowdering will restore the
sleeve to it’s original silky feel. If you choose to powder,
we recommend using corn starch.)

Fleshlight® designed this product for single-person use only. Do Not Share! Fleshlight accepts no responsibility
for the improper or multiple-partner use of this product. View our return policy at: www.fleshlight.com/returns

